Eneh-Lieh Ancheta

Eneh-Lieh Ancheta, JHU SON BSN/MSN student, is a California native who is passionate about social justice and advocacy. Her advocacy work began as an undergraduate in Political Science at Bryn Mawr College and continued while she attended the London School of Economics for Government. She graduated Bryn Mawr cum Laude with a BA in Political Science in 2008. Her work and volunteer experience includes project coordination, community organizing, and policy advocacy for organizations such as the Legal Aid Society of San Diego and the International Rescue Committee. Her most recent position at the Employee Rights Center was as Community Outreach Coordinator for the Building Healthy Communities Initiative funded by the California Endowment. In this capacity, she helped to develop the Employee Rights Center’s 2 year outreach plan related to the grant and created the curriculum for a workshop series for 100 Building Healthy Community grantee organizations and key community stakeholders to increase incorporation of social justice issues. That work motivated her to apply to JHU SON for their accelerated BSN/MSN program and underscores her passion to bring a social advocacy perspective to the healthcare field.

Community Partner: Baltimore SquashWise
Community Collaborator: Abby Markoe
SOURCE Advisor: Noah Smock
Molly Broache

Molly Broache is an accelerated, second degree nursing student at the Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing. Prior to coming to the school of nursing, she received a B.S. in Biology at Hopkins and worked as a research technician studying diabetes at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. She is very interested in educating the Baltimore community about diseases, such as diabetes, and she hopes to pursue a nurse practitioner degree once she receives her R.N. In her free time, Molly loves running, exploring Baltimore, and playing softball. Molly is excited to be working as a SOURCE Service Scholar for the American Diabetes Association!

Community Partner: American Diabetes Association
Community Collaborator: Tracy Newsome
SOURCE Advisor: Mindi Levin

Kisha Coa

Kisha Coa is a third year doctoral student in the Department of Health, Behavior and Society in the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. Her research interests focus on promoting behavior change, specifically healthy diet and physical activity, to reduce the risk of obesity-related chronic diseases. She is interested in both preventing disease onset and improving the health of those who already have obesity-related chronic diseases. Ms. Coa is currently working on a study with Dr. Katherine Smith exploring the ways in which a cancer diagnosis can serve as a teachable moment or turning point that spurs dietary changes in cancer survivors. As a SOURCE Service Scholar, she will be working with the American Heart Association (AHA) on Recess Baltimore, a program designed to
encourage healthy eating and physical activity in children, and will have the opportunity to help plan the 2012-2013 curriculum and evaluate the program. Ms. Coa received her MPH from the University of North Carolina School of Public Health in 2004. Prior to coming to Hopkins, she worked at Westat for 5 years as a research analyst on a variety of cancer prevention and control studies.

**Community Partner:** American Heart Association  
**Community Collaborator:** Sarah Kramm  
**SOURCE Advisor:** Mindi Levin

---

**Amelia Crawford**

Amelia Crawford is a medical student from Austin, TX, currently working on her MPH at the Bloomberg School of Public Health. Through travel in Mexico and Central America and playing pick-up soccer in Austin, TX, she developed an interest in Hispanic populations in the USA and abroad. By developing close relationships with people from diverse cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds, she soon found herself involved in advocacy projects for underserved Hispanic populations - from clinics for the uninsured and legal aid for undocumented women in the United States to youth empowerment projects in El Salvador. She will continue this advocacy work in conjunction with Adelante Familia, working to meet the needs and improve the quality of life of Spanish speaking immigrants and their families in the Baltimore/Metropolitan area. Outside of her MPH coursework and community service, Amelia can be seen running around Baltimore, enjoying food (wherever she can find it!), and exploring what this new city has to offer!

**Community Partner:** Adelante Familia  
**Community Collaborator:** Blanca Picazo  
**SOURCE Advisor:** Elizabeth Doerr
Danielle Goeren

Danielle Goeren is originally from Long Island, New York where she began her service career and commitment to helping others. There, she volunteered to help clean parks and aid camp leaders to run social events for developmentally disabled children. Danielle then attended Loyola University Maryland where she received her biology degree and developed a true passion for community service. Her strong commitment inspired her to take service-learning classes where she tutored Baltimore children after school and volunteered at Mt. Washington Pediatric Hospital promoting optimum development of disabled infants. Currently, Danielle is a student in the Johns Hopkins Nursing Program with the future goal of becoming a Nurse Anesthetist. At Hopkins, she is involved in the Birth Companion program where she advocates for mothers and supports them throughout their pregnancy. Aside from the rewarding feeling from community service, Danielle loves to travel, relax at the beach, and spend time with family and friends. She is very excited to be a SOURCE Service Scholar and continue her community service endeavor working with the Jewel House organization.

Community Partner: Jewel House
Community Collaborator: Marlene Johnson
SOURCE Advisor: Noah Smock

Jelani Harvey
Jelani Harvey is a recent graduate of Columbia University who received his degree in American History. He recently began his studies at the Bloomberg School of Public Health. After he spent his high school years raising money and awareness for human trafficking in Thailand and genocide in Sudan, Jelani has since focused his time on health care inequality in America. He worked for Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee as a Barbara Jordan Health Policy Fellow, assisting the Congresswoman to further health related causes and will be pursuing a master's degree in Health Policy from Johns Hopkins University this fall. This summer, Jelani worked as a summer research intern in the Center for Health Disparities Solution, and will later work at the Center on a report on health disparities in adult men. He enjoys playing squash in his free time and writing on the relationship between meritocracy and exclusion.

Community Partner: Mi Espacio
Community Collaborator: Gina Baez
SOURCE Advisor: Elizabeth Doerr

Emma Hiza

Emma Hiza graduated from Johns Hopkins University in 2009 with a BA in Public Health Studies. Following graduation, she moved to Philadelphia to teach in high-need schools through the Philadelphia Teaching Fellows program, while also studying at Arcadia University to receive her MEd in secondary science education. After two years of teaching and studying in Philadelphia, Emma spent a year volunteering as a teacher at the Asian University for Women through an organization called WorldTeach. The Asian University for Women is a newly founded liberal arts university for women from a variety of backgrounds across Asia. While at AUW, she taught writing classes to students in both the pre-undergraduate and undergraduate programs. Currently, Emma is studying to obtain her MPH with a concentration in Social & Behavioral Sciences. Through her experiences both domestically and internationally she has developed a strong belief in the power of education and collaboration, as well as an understanding of the strength that can be brought to a community through the combination of those two things. She is looking forward to the experiences and the training she will receive through her work with ERICA in the SOURCE Service Scholars program this year.

Community Partner: ERICA
Community Collaborator: Betty Symington
SOURCE Advisor: Elizabeth Doerr
Amelia Jackson graduated from the University of Louisville in 2008 with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing. Her background as a Registered Nurse has been in Emergency Services. She is currently working on her MSN at the JHU School of Nursing to become a Family Nurse Practitioner. Her research interests include patient compliance as it relates to patient's perception of disease as well as theoretical models related to changing behavior and community engagement.

**Community Partner:** Kennedy Krieger South East Early Head Start  
**Community Collaborator:** Gayne Barlow Kemper  
**SOURCE Advisor:** Elizabeth Doerr  

---

Erica Koegler is a second year PhD student at the Bloomberg School of Public Health, Department of International Health, Social and Behavioral Interventions. She received her B.A. in Psychology and M.A. in Social Work with a certificate in Health Administration and Policy. From 2004-2007 Erica served as a health education Peace Corps volunteer in Mtwara, Tanzania then Zanzibar. As a yoga instructor and sexual assault crisis counselor, her interests include integrating mind-body-spirit interventions for traumatic recovery.

**Community Partner:** Turnaround, Inc.  
**Community Collaborator:** Melissa Snow  
**SOURCE Advisor:** Mindi Levin
Kate Miele

Originally from Rochester, NY, Kate completed New York University’s Pre-health Post-Baccalaureate Certificate Program after earning a Master’s degree in International Affairs from The New School and graduating from the College of William and Mary with High Honors in East Asian Studies. She has seven years of professional nonprofit experience, including working in the fields of international reproductive health with EngenderHealth; global diplomacy with One To World; environmental advocacy with Green Corps; and grassroots community organizing in Kenya and India with GROOTS International. Kate has performed research related to tuberculosis, Trichomonas vaginalis, HIV/AIDS, Japanese sociological development, and Emergency Department-based sepsis protocols. While in medical school Kate has enjoyed working with the Baltimore City Health Department’s Tuberculosis Control Program; volunteering with the Incentive Mentoring Program and Health Leads; and serving as Co-Chair of Taussig College, Advocacy Chair of the JHU AMA-Medical Students Section Chapter, and Co-Chair of the Domestic Health Policy Interest Group. She is also proud to be a member of the SOURCE Governing Board and the InterAction Council. In her spare time, she enjoys being taken for walks by her Jack Russell Terrier, Zidane. Kate is very much looking forward to being part of the inaugural SOURCE Service Scholars cohort for the 2012-2013 academic year and to supporting Heath Leads in this capacity.

Community Partner: Health Leads
Community Collaborator: Alex Appah
SOURCE Advisor: Noah Smock

Lucy Marcil

I am a MPH student at the Bloomberg School of Public Health, with a concentration in Health Leadership and Management and am particularly interested in community-based primary health care systems. I am also between my third and fourth years of medical school at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, PA. At Penn, I have been involved in the community both through tutoring adults in college
science courses and through HIV counseling and testing. I also was involved in the community as an undergraduate at Davidson College in North Carolina. Throughout my time there, I tutored and mentored at-risk elementary school children. My most transformative experience working with a community, though, was as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Namibia. There, I worked as a HIV/AIDS and Community Health volunteer at a local Community Based Organization that focused on care and support for individuals infected and affected by the HIV epidemic. Although I worked on a variety of projects, my main focus was building a comprehensive support program for orphans and vulnerable children. This experience was truly transformative and allowed me to integrate into a community as never before. The community was my neighbors, my colleagues, my friends. They served me as much I as ever did them. I love working in and with communities and am excited and honored to take the knowledge I have gained from these past experiences to a higher level as a part of SOURCE to benefit the structural organization of community involvement at Johns Hopkins and in East Baltimore!

**Community Partner:** Baltimore Medical System  
**Community Collaborator:** Pam Brown  
**SOURCE Advisor:** Noah Smock
Mark Wilcox

Mark Wilcox graduated from Grinnell College in 2009 with a Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry. During his time at Grinnell, Mark served as a residential advisor, was captain of the baseball team, and conducted biomedical research. After graduating, Mark joined Teach For America, a national corps dedicated to closing the achievement gap in education. Mark was placed in Baltimore City as a secondary science teacher and taught chemistry at Patterson High School for two years. At the beginning of his second year of teaching, Mark wanted to push students interested in medical careers further and decided to cofound MERIT (Medical Education Resources Initiative for Teens) to inspire and prepare students from Baltimore City to pursue a career in medicine. With support from the faculty at the Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center, partners in Baltimore City Public Schools, and a group of committed Teach For America corps members and alumni, MERIT has illuminated the path to medical school for eighteen scholars. Mark is currently a first-year medical student at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine.

**Community Partner:** MERIT  
**Community Collaborator:** Tyler Mains  
**SOURCE Advisor:** Noah Smock
Neha Trivedi is a Master of Public Health student at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health who is considering a career in adolescent health care in a community setting. She completed her undergraduate education at Boston University where she studied Health Sciences and Public Health. She most recently worked as a Clinical Researcher at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Now living in Baltimore, she would like to expand her experience in the community setting and hopes to learn the health policy and advocacy side of obesity prevention in the adolescent population. Neha serves as the SOURCE Graduate Program Assistant for the SOURCE Service Scholars Program.

**SOURCE Service Scholar SOURCE Advisors:**

- **Mindi Levin**
  SOURCE Founder and Director
  mlevin@jhsph.edu

- **Elizabeth Doerr**
  SOURCE Associate Director
  edoerr@jhsph.edu

- **Noah Smock**
  SOURCE Assistant Director
  nsmock@jhsph.edu

**SOURCE Support Staff:**

- **Alicia Tatum**
  SOURCE Administrative Coordinator
  atatum@jhsph.edu